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Capitalism as a Hegemonic Narrative:  

Strategies of Contestation in Writings of Contemporary London 

 During the latter half of the twentieth century, an international wave of capitalism and 

ensuing liberal economic policies ushered in an era of unprecedented globalization, and urban 

spaces around the world have undergone massive economic transformation. Never before had 

the world been so interconnected through trade, transportation, and communication 

technologies. With this process of globalization, governments began to see the role of business 

as increasingly central to their countries’ relative wealth and power in the international 

community, and private commerce took center stage in many states’ policy agendas. This broad 

process of capitalization has uniquely impacted urban centers. As states have made the needs 

and efforts of business a greater priority, major cities, having relatively high concentrations of 

capital, have been the obvious venues to attract and support businesses that would then 

contribute to the advancement of the state. As the logic of global capitalism has driven the 

development and growth of urban industry in a fairly standardized fashion around the globe, 

cities from Los Angeles to Shanghai to Kigali have come to look increasingly similar (Toulouse 

55). This transformation is particularly evident in London since Margaret Thatcher’s 

government led the United Kingdom out of austerity into this capitalist economic policy. 

 In response to the new rhythms and relationships surfacing in London with the advent 

of these changes, many British writers have reacted to the totalizing identity of “the city” 

implicitly (or explicitly) packaged in the policies of the Thatcher era, and London novels and 

nonfiction since the 1980s have routinely contested the threats to personal and group identity 

formation that they see latent in the globalization and capitalization of the city of London. As 
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private business, particularly the finance sector, becomes more visible and central to urban 

social and economic policy, many residents of London have seen the life of their neighborhoods 

undergo “development” that generally involves tearing down old structures (often serving as 

housing or venues smaller local businesses) to build new office and shopping complexes and 

higher value housing with the aim of attracting big business (“My House”). Transportation 

networks, particularly roadways, have been reconfigured to facilitate a commute from the 

suburbs to the city (or, perhaps more appropriately, the City), often at the disregard of and 

inconvenience to local pedestrian traffic. Fast food franchises and tourist-friendly pubs have 

replaced locally run places that may have facilitated community gathering more than consistent 

service and a quality dining experience (Toulouse 62). Contemporary writers in London 

identify a story propagated by the authorities that accompanies this notable physical 

transformation, a story that London is a better, more successful place if the central planners can 

have their way and everyone will cooperatively participate in their roles as producers and 

consumers of capital. This hegemonic narrative threatens their rights to actively name their 

history, to participate in defining and designing the spaces they inhabit, and to make life 

choices that may not exactly fit into the image of an ideally productive and efficient citizen 

promoted by a capitalist society. Since the Thatcher era, writers have actively contested this 

“approved” story of London and asserted their particular identities through novels and essays, 

often blending fact and fiction, autobiography and imagination. 

 Before considering writers’ responses to the economic transformation of London in 

recent decades, a more concrete explication of the history of the policies implemented in the 

1980s may provide some more helpful context for understanding their concern. In the years 

following World War II, the United Kingdom struggled to recover and rebuild from the internal 

damages of the conflict while simultaneously adjusting to a new balance of power where it no 
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longer held the prominence in global affairs that it had for many years prior. Once the United 

Kingdom started to get back on its feet and could begin to think about lifting the austerity 

measures enacted immediately after the war, the government implemented policies that 

directed resources specifically to “multiply-deprived areas,” which most often were in urban 

centers (Edwards 697). Over the next decades, these focused investments were increasingly 

directed toward efforts to boost economic activity, to the point that the goal of local economic 

renewal efforts became one of the primary ends of government action in urban contexts. This is 

perhaps best captured in a publication released by the British government in 1988 entitled 

Action for Cities, which functionally did not introduce new policies but affirmed the centrality of 

business interests as the primary mover in achieving development (Edwards 698). Urban 

Development Corporations (UDCs) such as the London Development Agency were the 

governing bodies in this system, generally supervised by the mayoral office, intended to 

stimulate economic regeneration in deprived areas. However, these organizations have not 

achieved “conspicuous success” in meeting their goals of raising the quality of life for the 

residents of struggling urban areas (Edwards 699). Indeed, the British government has shut 

down many of the programs in recent years (2011-2012, especially) and has tried to restructure 

development efforts through encouraging locally based participation (“London Plan”). The 

basic function of these new programs, however, continues to depend on the success of private 

business as a primary goal. The concern that the United Kingdom has sold itself out to the 

hegemonic force of capitalism through the policies promoted from the 1980s onward underlies 

the consciousness of many prominent writers in contemporary London, particularly. Although 

each writer tends to have particular problems with the system as it stands and approaches them 

with unique strategies, as a group, they consistently contest for the power of the individual and 
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of the local community to participating in establishing their own identities and for allowing the 

city a truly polyphonic existence. 

A recent novel by John Lanchester entitled, significantly, Capital addresses the rapid 

financialization of the city of London, particularly in the years leading up to the market crash in 

2008, indicating many of the cultural patterns that capitalism has established that we see 

contested by many contemporary writers. A brief look at a few passages from the book sets up a 

discussion of the values underlying the capitalist narrative that contemporary writers tend to 

react against. First, trusting in the financial “progress” of the second half of the twentieth and 

beginning of the twenty-first centuries has led to an illusion of economic stability and control 

that has led to risky, short-sighted behavior. As Roger, a wealthy and established banker at the 

fictional Pinker Lloyd reflects on his work, “thanks to the wonders of modern financial 

instruments, that you could manage the risk almost out of existence” (29). This sense of 

invulnerability soon proves false when the market collapses, but the assumption that capitalism 

will continue to banish risk and inefficiency from the world in a great trajectory of progress 

remains prevalent for many. The illusion that we can trust that the system maintains a stable 

and benevolent control persists, and contemporary writers often fear that this leads to a 

problematic abdication of agency by individuals in capitalist societies. Second, the capitalist 

impulse to interpret everything in terms of the potential to turn a profit has come to permeate 

the ways people form relationships with each other. Even love becomes a scarce commodity to 

be purchased and exchanged in this context. Roger’s wife Arabelle epitomizes this mentality in 

her relationship with her children, which “was all about the presents” (90). She never developed 

a capacity to interact with them other than through economic exchanges, and we will see similar 

perspectives reiterated in characters across the writings considered here. Finally, and perhaps 

most significantly for many of these writers, capitalism has created a society in which people 
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attach their identity and value profoundly to their patterns of consumption. Patrick, a 

Senegalese immigrant who moves to London with his professional soccer playing son, 

experiences alienation from British culture when walking through a shopping district in the 

city. “People wanted these things, they must do, or the shops wouldn’t be selling them—and 

yet Patrick was so far from wanting any of them for himself that he felt it wasn’t the things for 

sale which were useless, but he himself” (215). Consumption of all sorts is central to the 

capitalist logic, and many of the writers treating contemporary London react strongly against 

this as a measure of personal worth. 

   The authors considered here resist and depict resistance to the totalizing definition of 

London imposed by capitalism in three primary activities. First, many engage London through 

writings that blur the line between fact and fiction in describing the history of the city, looking 

to the past as a time when things were better. They make memorials to almost-forgotten people 

and places, reviving cultural legends and searching out the elusive “authentic” London. Peter 

Ackroyd, Michael Moorcock, and Iain Sinclair all memorialize a London of the more or less 

distant past, hoping to recover various virtues of the city through encountering it in the context 

of another time, and passing judgment on the present in the process. Some of these and other 

writers employ a second strategy of contestation, depicting more direct forms of protest that 

seek to counter the effects of global capitalism on the material and cultural space of London 

through direct political actions. Authors like Monica Ali, Gautam Malkani, and Iain Sinclair, 

again, portray London residents trespassing, demonstrating peacefully in public space, rioting, 

and engaging in the black markets in direct refutation of authority. Finally, some of these and 

other writers – notably Monica Ali, Gautam Malkani, Hanif Kureishi, and Zadie Smith – show 

how groups of people with shared cultural identity tend to form integral and insular 

communities in order to maintain their power to define themselves in opposition not only to 
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capitalist values, but also to those who do not share their history, beliefs, or customs. These 

writers and the characters they represent do not operate as a single voice contesting a 

hegemonic power, but instead embody a range of values and approaches to conflict that 

advocate for the city resident’s right to actively contribute to the life and definition of London. 

 

Reconstructing History: Memorials, Maps, and the Search for an “Authentic” London 

 When disappointed with the way things have turned out in the life of a country, it is 

perhaps natural for people to turn to the past for memories of better days, and many 

contemporary British authors engage in this tradition extensively. Raymond Williams, in his 

book The Country and the City, considers how writers throughout history of British literature in 

English tend to exhibit “a well-known habit of using the past, the ‘good old days’, as a stick to 

beat the present” (12). A well-established memory of personal and national history can prove a 

rich resource for reflection and comparison between one’s contemporary experience and 

remembered past, and a number of writers in London today have submitted to this 

retrospective impulse as they interact with the changes they observe in their city. Despite their 

similar bents in this regard, writers like Peter Ackroyd and Michael Moorcock, for instance, 

have exceedingly different ideals that they seek to retrieve as they turn to the past, which are 

shaped significantly by the histories they tell. As Williams observes, “the apparent resting 

places, the successive Old Englands to which we are confidently referred but which then start to 

move and recede, . . . in fact, mean different things at different times, and quite different values 

are being brought to question” (12). Even coming from the same time, the distinctions among 

contemporary writers’ views of the past illuminate some of the tensions in the experiences of 

contemporary London residents. Yet their projects are unified in their discontentedness with the 

current hegemon, and though their manners of critique may vary, they share habits of mapping 
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those places which they identify as embodying memory of the ideal past and of locating within 

these spaces an “authentic” London that fulfills the virtues they seek in the city. 

 Peter Ackroyd’s London, the Biography, serves simultaneously as an epic history of a city 

and as a reflection on his own process of history-making, and although his extremely popular 

books can hardly be called controversial, he subtly draws attention to the complex relationship 

between power, the past, and the present. Ackroyd explicitly interests himself at some length in 

this attraction that London’s past has for many residents: 

It has been said that no stone ever leaves London but is reused and redeployed, adding 

to that great pile upon which the city rests. The paradox here is of continual change and 

constant underlying identity; it is at the core of the antiquarian passion for a continually 

altering and expanding city which nevertheless remains an echo chamber for stray 

memories and unfulfilled desires. . . . Every journey through the streets of London can 

then become a journey into the past, and there will always be Londoners who thrill to 

that past like an obsession. (111) 

A simple encounter with the stones of the streets and buildings outside of her door evoke a 

dynamic history and identity in which the Londoner participate through a physically, 

materially grounded connection to the past. Personal history can collide with the history of the 

city even in the most mundane of journeys. The past, for Ackroyd, lives in the very stones of the 

city, accessible to anyone who will seek it out, who has eyes to see. Ackroyd idealizes the 

journey to gain an understanding of the past as the process that establishes meaningful 

connections among people and gives them rootedness in a particular physical space. This then 

serves as a solid foundation from which, it would seem, an individual might contest hegemonic 

narratives that fail to consider her carefully considered understanding of the history of the city. 
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 Ackroyd scholar Alex Murray posits a significant critique of his dependence on myth 

and on a national rhetorical strategy that threatens to disqualify it from the claim that it contests 

mainstream narrative. When Ackroyd casts London first and foremost as a “body” that “we 

must regard as a human shape with its own laws of life and growth,” he presents the city as a 

unified phenomenon, a colossal entity that encompasses all residents and history of the space 

throughout time (2). Murray argues that in making this move Ackroyd’s biography 

“incorporate[s] the city of London, with 2,000 years of expansion, development and 

redevelopment, into the space of a timeless myth . . . so reducing the importance of the physical 

experience of space and place that are integral to living in any city” (133). Though Ackroyd 

attempts to value the incredible range of voices that have contributed to London’s identity, the 

unified nature of the project subverts any of his depictions of polyphony. The cyclical patterns 

of history imposed on the city’s biography also undermine these voices through playing into an 

idealized history of continuity and progress propounded by Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative 

government (146). Murray’s argument certainly does illuminate the ways in which Ackroyd 

speaks the language of contemporary culture through creating an epic metanarrative of London 

that induces awe and wonder at the vastness in which all residents and visitors participate. 

However, he does not fully represent Ackroyd’s understanding of the ways in which London 

residents will always be creating new histories of the city – histories grounded in particularities 

that will resist hegemonic narratives by virtue of their Bakhtinian centrifugal nature (Bakhtin 

272). Michael Moorcock’s writings aptly demonstrate this potential. 

 The characters of Michael Moorcock’s 1988 novel Mother London share in the 

“antiquarian passion” that Ackroyd identifies in London, the Biography. They often wander the 

streets of the city in an effort to recover “stray memories and unfulfilled desires” out of which 

they create a context for their own personal histories (Ackroyd 111). The three protagonists, 
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David Mummery, Mary Gasalee, and Josef Kiss, became friends at an institute for the mentally 

ill, and the book offers scenes of their encounters with the city and with other Londoners from 

1940 to 1985. The way that Moorcock’s chapters shift among decades but showcase his 

characters’ consistency makes personal experience and history itself feel cyclical and patterned. 

The city of London acquires a timelessness that Moorcock labels mythic. In the opening scene of 

the novel, Mummery writes at his desk surrounded by an odd collection of toys and antiques, 

eclectic scraps which evoke, for him, at least, a sense of the collective London. A self-proclaimed 

“urban anthropologist,” he seeks to locate some of the meaning within the immense and 

shifting cultural mass of the city, and then he “lives by writing memorials to legendary 

London” (Moorcock 5). In the piece Mummery composes during the first scene, we read over 

his shoulder: “All great cities possess their special myths. Amongst London’s in recent years is 

the story of the Blitz, of our endurance” (5). David, Mary, and Josef all participate in myth-

making as they form friendships with one another and walk through the city about their 

business, each believing that he or she can hear the thoughts of the people around them – and of 

the spirits of the city itself. They honor the past through telling its stories and locate themselves 

within the vital moments of the past that they have experienced themselves. These eccentric 

characters know that by asserting, “by the means of certain myths which cannot easily be 

damaged or debased the majority of us survive,” they stand against the logic of capitalist 

reforms. Mummery does not “make a living by writing memorials to legendary London,” he 

“lives” by it. Through exalting history and the curating of the city’s legends, Moorcock’s 

characters necessarily counter a frantic impulse to produce and consume as efficiently as 

possible through taking long walks with no particular purpose other than to make new 

connections with the London. They walk to treasure what remains of its legends before the 

sterile force of urban development erases them. 
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 Moorcock’s protagonist Josef Kiss oddly resembles another prominent London writer, 

Iain Sinclair, who relishes both delivering incisive critiques of the state of London since the rule 

Margaret Thatcher and retracing more or less obscure cultural narratives. Sinclair’s London 

Orbital, working simultaneously as an autobiographical travel narrative, a biting political satire, 

and a cultural history, attempts to recover the city’s authentic past by exorcising London of the 

“scented bullshit” of Thatcher-era policies as embodied in the M25, a motorway 

circumnavigating the city that was completed in 1986 (London Orbital 38). Sinclair’s approach to 

recovering the past involves actively entering those urban spaces that he sees as corrupted or 

isolated by the economic transformations initiated in the 1980s and recalling their highly 

particular histories. The M25 provides an appropriate structure for this project, because it serves 

as a physical obstacle preventing people from encountering the places through which they 

travel; Sinclair thus renews the history of this route by navigating it on foot. In moving at a 

walking pace, Sinclair and his fellow journeyers see, notice, perceive the lands along the M25 as 

locations in their own right and seek the stories of communities and buildings existing there 

before the motorway was conceived. 

 Sinclair frames his journey as an exorcism, and the demons he seeks are the 

disenchanting forces of “anti-metropolitan” development policies (London Orbital 10). Only 

through casting out the government-endorsed narrative that erodes the true identity of London 

can authentic personal and communal histories regain their rightful place of prominence in the 

city’s consciousness. In the opening pages of London Orbital, Sinclair names the essential effects 

of the M25 as illusion and destruction: “as soon as the M25 was opened, swans lifting from the 

Thames at Staines mistook the bright silver surface for water; there were several nasty 

accidents” (10). The falsity of the motorway symbolizes the fatal impact of a social system that 

depends on synthesized images that disconnect people from their true histories and that teaches 
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them to favor images over lived experience. Sinclair scholar Kirsten Seale has described his 

approach to reclaiming the city as distinguished most centrally by his commitment “to 

documenting and describing the socio-cultural practices that have been relegated to the status 

of refuse by hegemonic accounts of London's history: the activities of the proletariat and 

gangster low-life, small press poets, graffiti scribes, and performance artists” (par. 4). This is the 

point at which Sinclair’s work diverges most significantly from Ackroyd’s: where Ackroyd’s 

histories are fairly clean, tidy, and, as a result, comfortably accepted by the mainstream 

community that he only gently subverts, Sinclair’s stories are intensely personal, bordering on 

the incomprehensible, “retrieved from diverse and often obscure locations at the fringes of 

culture” (Seale par. 4). The remedy to a culture of substitutes and non-places is to search 

physical spaces for their history, to restore to them their meaning. 

Though Sinclair shares his experiences in a book, he does not allow the practice of 

reading to replace a lived experience: although he compellingly describes his journey, he denies 

readers full participation in it. Although he offers verbal maps of the pathways he takes, his 

writings “are unlicensed guidebooks; digressive, diversionary accounts of London which 

undermine the logic of conventional cartography” (Seale par. 4). Sinclair would never release a 

total account of a space, because his aim is to restore the central significance of moments of 

experience, of discrete actions and events that cannot be proscribed or taught from a distance. 

He warns against depending on official explication of the past in a passage of London Orbital 

when he walks by a new development at Virginia Park, illuminating how a consumer mentality 

undercuts the effort to connect with history: 

Memory was not trashed but tactfully restored, varnished: improved. Virginia Park 

would combine the gravitas of the Victoria and Albert Museum with five-star facilities, 
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acceptable to multinational transients: gym, swimming pool, state of the art plumbing, 

landscape gardening. (239) 

Such a project does not simply fail to connect with history in any real sense but actually extends 

the distance between people and the spaces they inhabit through giving a false appearance of a 

rootedness in the past. The map that Sinclair offers counters this assumed givenness of cultural 

history through keeping it at some level unreadable for anyone who was not a part of making it. 

In a rare passage of direct address, Sinclair offers a proscription to any readers eager to practice 

his attempts at situating themselves in a truly meaningful context, “Why let someone else 

nominate sites that are worth visiting? If you want a shop, you should find a shop. . . . In the 

finding is the experience” (263). Settling for reading plaques and guidebooks equates with 

selling out to a capitalist logic of consumption, and thus missing out on authentic living in the 

city. Truly engaging with the memory of London’s urban space requires a personal and 

physical investment that will probably not turn a profit. 

 The logic of retrospection for Moorcock and Sinclair, particularly, assumes that the past 

holds something true and authentic that the present has lost sight of and has almost lost access 

to. Moorcock’s character Josef Kiss vocalizes this insistence on a true past on every street he 

walks and in every pub he visits, blaming “’those scoundrels from the Thatcher belt” for 

obscuring the authentic city as they spread their development activities over greater and greater 

areas (378). Their greatest crime is welcoming “the bland standardising merchants” who stifle 

the creative and dynamic spirit of city residents through implementing business practices and 

services originating nowhere near the neighborhood they seek to exploit. Josef fears their 

insidious force will continue to infiltrate London, “until every street once holding idiosyncratic 

haberdashers and chaotic hardware stores, little picture-framers and bookbinders and cafés and 

junk shops, where sometimes you found nothing you wanted and sometimes things you didn’t 
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know existed, are all gone, gone, gone!” (380). Moorcock resists the narrative that values 

efficient exchange of goods and services over all else, to the point that it precludes wandering, 

exploring, and spontaneous moments of meaning-making. The quirkiness and personality that 

Moorcock cherishes and hopes to recover, however, becomes somewhat problematic when we 

realize that Kiss’s definition of authentic London necessarily sidelines a sizable population of 

immigrants who came from Britain’s former colonies over the timeframe of this novel for the 

sake of prioritizing “the people who actually live here and were born here” (379). Kiss can never 

access that past that he seeks in some respects, because the changing composition of London’s 

population will never be reversed. A truly dynamic history for the city as it enters the new 

millennium engages a global range of experiences that have never been brought directly to bear 

on the city before. Yet however problematically, the desire to promote polyphony as an 

authentic component of the city’s identity persists as a contestation of the “Arcadian spread” 

that pressures all residents into a single story (378). 

 In giving a prophetic message and insight to a group of characters considered mad by 

their community, Moorcock furthers his critique of the totalizing effects of capitalist rhetoric, 

identifying the social structures of power that define sanity and thus exclude certain ways of 

seeing the world (Foucault 21). Moorcock concludes Mother London with the assertion: “By 

means of our myths and legends we maintain a sense of what we are worth and who we are. 

Without them we should undoubtedly go mad” (496). The “patients” Mary, David, and Josef, 

though clinically considered as balancing on the edge of insanity for most years in the novel, 

lead a desperate and active search for meaning as they work, meet people, make love, take 

public transportation, write their stories, remember their pasts. The result is an epic network of 

contemporarily relevant and historically grounded connections that affirms the personal 
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significance of each character, and although their culture borders on the exclusive, it retains an 

openness to new voices and new stories to add to their relational wealth and diversity. 

 Sinclair also taps into this idea that the movement toward capitalism has induced a 

blindness to the real city, and that only a select few who have the perception to see through the 

layers of falsity imposed on urban spaces will be able to access the authentic London. A 

metaphor running through London Orbital casts Thatcher as the “Bride of Dracula” and her 

planners and development policies as vampires (4). Lakeside, a massive shopping complex in 

Essex, expresses this passive and life-draining effect of the narrative completely in Sinclair’s 

mind. Simply by entering the space, a visitor has “your ghost-soul stolen by CCTV cameras, 

stolen and stored, time-coded: to keep you where you are” (425). Technologically recorded and 

filed away, the shopper never wholly leaves the complex; her captured image remains. Sinclair 

comments on how the marketing ties into this disturbing dynamic of a visitor being blinded to 

the fact that her vivacity is slowly fading and then being convinced that the solution to any 

ennui will be to come again, and then to bring friends. “Once you’ve been to Lakeside, you’ll 

return again and again!” “Something for all tastes and ages.” “Lakeside at night . . . it’s 

magical!” Sinclair calls it “the vampire promise,” “something for 800-year-old, plasma-gorging 

Transylvanian aristocrats” (425). Although the consumers cannot perceive the soul-emptying 

patterns they fall into, the walker can see through the surface of the capitalist promise to the 

true effects of the system on the people who unreflectively participate in it. 

 Sinclair and Moorcock, as they adamantly appeal to the past and claim to see the true 

condition of the present, fall into a long tradition of London writers who engage many of the 

same habits and tendencies. William Blake and Charles Dickens are two examples of Londoners 

who wrote similarly incisive poetry and prose that commented on the social structures of their 

times. Each also had a strong physical sense of the city, also largely gained through habits of 
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walking through it (Williams 159). However, if we are to appropriate Williams’ argument again, 

perhaps these prophetic voices, in calling out perceived cultural problems and in memorializing 

the past, have been caught in the cycle of retrospection in which the authentic city proves 

inescapably elusive. Although each generation has different values that illuminate the shifting 

issue areas and political climates over time, Williams identifies the basic trajectory of London’s 

history from the beginning of English literature as one based on the valuation of successful 

commerce and wealth creation at the expense of a healthy society (306). Material realities and 

economic movements bound the planners of the past as they do those today, and although the 

recovery of a polyphonic history of London may be a lofty aim, the idea of an “authentic” past 

in which this ideal was more fully embodied may be less stable than initially thought. And 

although a prophetic eye may be open to perceive cultural problems that many cannot, it may 

also have its own blindness. As one of Josef Kiss’s conversational partners suggests as he rails 

against Thatcher’s legacy of economic development, “Well, old, boy, I suppose there are 

benefits” (378). The desire to construct a history memorializing the past to contest a hegemonic 

cultural force does indeed have limitations, and for this reason, perhaps, these writers and 

others choose to engage in more directly confrontational strategies of protest, as well. 

 

Public Protestations: Physical Transgressions of Capitalist Logic 

 Active protests of the hegemonic cultural force of capitalism take a variety of forms in 

contemporary British fiction, as this narrative manifests differently in diverse neighborhoods 

and in different social circles and protesters react with their unique creativity and capacities. 

These individuals transgress the official or unofficial rules of the planners’ game through 

engaging in explicitly anti-efficient behavior, through demonstrating in public spaces, through 

rioting, through trespassing. Iain Sinclair, though he does occasionally trespass, focuses less on 
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the legality or illegality of his actions and instead emphasizes how his actions violate social 

norms based on capitalist logic. Other authors who depict characters engaging in active protest 

that begins in the strictly legal realm but then heads toward more illicit behavior include 

Monica Ali, who addresses the particular issues faced by immigrant communities living in 

London. As none of these acts of protests seem to lead to changes in the policies they target, 

directly or indirectly, their impacts must be considered from other perspectives, particularly in 

how they actively propound alternative narratives in ways publicly visible and recognizably 

significant. 

  In London Orbital, Iain Sinclair touts his and his friends’ behaviors that intentionally 

defy capitalist values and prompt reflection on the economic logic that governs the way that the 

city works. At least one of Sinclair’s proudly delivered litanies of such activities is worth 

quoting at length: 

We were spurners of Best Value. Drummond burnt money and gave away self-

published booklets. Atkins printed more photographs than he could sell in ten lifetimes. 

I wrote the same book, the same life, over and over again. We wanted Worst Value. We 

refused cashback. We solicited bad deals, ripoffs, tat. If you explained something to us, 

we wouldn’t touch it. We knew what Best Value meant: soap bubbles. Scented bullshit. 

(38) 

He sums up the capitalist agenda in the phrase “Best Value,” emphasizing the centrality of 

efficiency, profitability, and consumption in the British government’s plan for London and the 

United Kingdom of a whole, and positions himself against this as explicitly as possible. When 

considered from the logic of “Best Value,” Sinclair and his friends are financially irresponsible 

at best, and hopelessly masochistic at worst. Through exploring productive abundance, excess, 

and patterns of consumption that expressly do not maximize goods received, these three men 
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tell a story of economic possibilities that do not always favor the able, the clean, the arguable, 

and the polished. Through his economic activity, Sinclair explicitly pulls the cast-off detritus of 

culture to the center of attention, again recalling people to the remnants of the past and to 

memories of where they come from. 

 In London Orbital, Sinclair tells a story about the M25 that demonstrates the potential 

protest has to call attention to places and narratives that have suffered neglect, and not always 

in the ways intended. During December of 1995, Jack Whomes and Michael Steele were accused 

of murdering three drug dealers in Essex, just off of the M25, in a case that came to be known as 

the Rettenden Murders or the Range Rover Murders. His brother John Whomes, insistent on 

Jack’s innocence, arranged a public protest calling for further investigation when the police had 

closed the case. With a friend, some rope, and a giant banner stating “FREE THEM NOW,” he 

blocked off the entire motorway for several hours. In reflecting on the event, John commented 

on the silence of the experience, “’you could hear a pin drop. . . . Now they’ve got to listen to 

me’” (London Orbital 422). Sinclair marvels at the scope of its act, and its potential for making a 

strip of road that had been a non-place into a space that meant something, and that came to 

mean something to all who attempted to drive that way or later learned about it in the news. 

“Nobody, since Margaret Thatcher cut the ribbon, has known such silence . . . [a] lull during 

which the ugly ground at the road’s edge could reassert its identity” (422). Through telling this 

story as a part of a history of a place, Sinclair dignifies the land and shows the potential of 

intentional actions to initiate new stories and traditions that counter the prevailing, 

unquestioned ones. 

 Monica Ali also tells a story of protest in her 2003 novel Brick Lane, which traces the 

experiences of a Bangladeshi woman named Nanzeen who immigrates to London in 1985 for an 

arranged marriage and lives in Tower Hamlets. Much action in the novel occurs around the 
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turn of the twenty-first century and hinges on Nanzeen’s and her family’s reactions to the 

attempts of the local Islamic community to affirm their cultural identity in the public sphere. 

Nanzeen’s first entrée into the political world comes through Karim, another Muslim 

Bangladeshi immigrant who delivers her sewing, which she does from home, and with whom 

she has an affair. Karim invites her to a meeting, where the Bengal Tigers are formed, a group of 

Muslims from the community, all immigrants, who organize “for Muslim rights and culture . . . 

protecting our local ummah and supporting the global ummah” and “against . . . any group that 

opposes us” (Ali 196). The Bengal Tigers, consisting mostly of young people, keep meeting, and 

though their meetings tend to be small and they do not always reach firm conclusions about the 

best ways to demonstrate unity, they gain significant inertia from the Lion Hearts, another 

neighborhood group who protests that “[t]he Islamification of our neighborhood has gone too 

far” (210). Through forming a loose organization to counter the silencing forces of assimilation 

that threaten the Muslim community, the immigrant community has a means to internally 

debate their positions on challenges and opportunities facing them, to produce leaflets that they 

distribute throughout the neighborhood, and to organize unified responses to anti-Muslim 

demonstrations. As a result, they make their cultural narrative increasingly visible to their 

neighbors. 

 The challenge the Bengal Tigers face in ramping up their protests through articulating 

their concerns in print, however, is that it turns into “a war” with the Lion Hearts, “conducted 

by leaflets” (210). Their messages become increasingly aimed against another community as 

opposed to for their own community, closing off the potential for true communication both 

within the Muslim and community and with their neighbors from other backgrounds. This, of 

course, is exacerbated by the 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, which stirs up 

more fear and animosity toward Muslim immigrants and culture. When the Lion Hearts 
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announce their plans to march “against Islam,” the Bengal Tigers have already lost the ears of 

those “who have a wrong idea about our religion” (390). This vaguely defined but polarizing 

debate incites enormous passion in all, partly because the perspectives in question have defined 

themselves against each other, and the room for conversation has dwindled nearly to nothing. 

When the day of the march arrives, the Lion Hearts end up not showing up at all, but 

“white people . . . from the United Workers Front” adopt an agenda for the Bengal Tigers’ 

gathering and work to rally the people, evincing new complexities of the questions raised here 

(389). Chanu’s musing about their role in the escalating tension offers some insight into the 

dynamics of the situation and illuminates many of the challenges that arise with thinking about 

idea of protesting the forces of capitalism as unifying: 

What they are doing, you see, is coopting these immigrants into their grand political 

schemata in which all oppressed minorities combine in the overthrow of the state and 

live happily ever after in a communal paradise. This theory fails to take account of 

culture clash, bourgeois immigrant aspirations, the hatred of the Hindu for the Muslim, 

the Bangladeshi for the Pakistani, and so on and so forth. In all reality, it is doomed to 

failure. (389) 

Chanu recognizes that the goals of the two parties – for the Bangladeshi Muslims to be affirmed 

in their culture and heritage and for the Workers United Front to impose a “new” story of 

equality and peace that does not allow space for serious conflict of ideas – contradict in some 

fundamental ways. The narratives vie for different values and goals, and even the ideal of a 

quiet, peaceful coexistence of “everyone” necessarily means that some must be silenced. This 

passage, then, illuminates the basic relationship between polyphony and conflict. Conflict, of 

course, manifests variously, sometimes more productively than others, yet the presence of 

multiple voices and differing opinions compels disagreement on some level. The level to which 
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characters and authors welcome this conflict illuminates their basic desire – either for a multi-

voiced society or for a centrally controlled one. Capitalism is not the only narrative with the 

potential for imposition on the globe. 

One of the greatest risks that protesters take in making a public demonstration against 

their perception of cultural oppression is that their actions will be recorded, interpreted, and 

circulated by the mainstream media, which has significant control over how to portray those 

protesters and the issues that they contest. The structures through which media is disseminated 

tend to be run by individuals and institutions complicit in the propagation of the ideals and the 

narratives that most protesters hope to contest. As a result, the message behind a protest is often 

presented reductively and thus skewed in order to make it comprehensible within a framework 

of secularized capitalism. Additionally, the prevailing logic of the mainstream media posits that 

cultural space is a scarce resource. Because various cultural narratives are portrayed as 

competing for the limited space (physically and intellectually), they are considered as actively 

fighting one another for the legitimacy that airtime and publication can offer. To assert 

themselves, alternative (non-mainstream) cultures must play a game with rules founded on a 

capitalist logic, and in doing so, they preclude the affirmation of polyphony in some respects. 

The proclivity of mass media to silence alternative perspectives makes an effective, culture-

shifting protest extremely difficult, and many groups within London have chosen to privately 

negotiate the challenge of affirming non-mainstream narratives within their communities. 

 

Insular Communities: Protecting Group Identity 

The ethnic minority populations of London have most rigorously exercised this final 

approach to contesting mainstream cultural narrative, particularly since the United Kingdom’s 
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former colonies gained freedom and the immigrant population has grown in recent decades as 

never before. As Peter Ackroyd narrates in London, the Biography: 

In the summer of 1948 the SS Empire Windrush brought 492 young migrants from 

Jamaica. It marked the beginning of a process which would alter the demography of 

London and affect all aspects of communal life. The West Indians were in turn followed 

by immigrants from India, Pakistan, and East Africa so that, at the beginning of the 

twenty-first century, it is estimated that London harbours almost two million non-white 

ethnic minorities. (699-700). 

The plethora of voices heard in London today represent a truly global population. This city has 

transformed over past decades, growing increasingly multicultural and thus housing a great 

diversity of new perspectives and identities. As these interact with each other and with the 

mainstream culture of capitalism, people with similar backgrounds and lifestyles tend to bond 

together, inhabiting a neighborhood and making it their own space. Ackroyd observes, “Each 

community has replicated its independence within the larger context of London, so that once 

more the city takes on the aspects of a world in itself” (701). The identity of the city and “of 

Englishness itself” changes significantly as the population varies drastically from one 

neighborhood to the next. That groups would try to preserve their particularities does not prove 

surprising, the literature of contemporary London reflects the huge impacts of relatively small 

communities striving to distinguish themselves from their neighbors. 

One white adolescent’s encounters with the Pakistani immigrant community in 

Malkani’s Londonstani demonstrate to some extent this final strategy of countering the 

hegemonic narrative through forming insular communities. Jason Bartholomew-Clivedon is a 

white kid who goes by “Jas” as he has desperately tried to belong in the group of “rudeboy” 

second-generation Pakistani immigrants who go to his school. Although his second-generation 
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friends have engaged with British and American culture as much as they have their parents’ 

culture, the parents’ relationships and networks exhibit a need to preserve their traditional 

ways of life in the new space of London. Malkani shows this tendency clearly through a subplot 

of Jas’s friend Arun’s wedding planning drama. Arun’s fiancé’s family regularly upset his 

parents because they do not fulfill all of the expectations for “the Girl’s Side” (232). After all, 

Arun says, “traditions are there to be honored” (229). Although the two families ultimately 

share the same values and tradition and work out their issues, Jas, the outsider, cannot 

understand what he perceives as ridiculous expectations that have no “logical” grounding. 

While pushing Arun to confront his parents, he insists that tradition “’in’t even a reason’” to 

justify behavior, but “’it’s a lame excuse for not havin a proper reason’” (230). While Arun 

wants to value the “’simple traditions that make desis different to other people,’” Jas insists that 

“[m]ost parents are too narrow-minded an set in their ways to see that all desi wedding 

traditions just don’t make sense thousands a years after they were invented in Indian villages 

thousands a miles away that probly don’t even exist no more” (230). As the discussion 

progresses and Arun’s parents get involved, Jas’s vehement criticism crosses the line. Arun’s 

mother insists that Jas has been “’corrupting my beita [son]’” (252), turning him into a 

“’Westrenised difficult boy’” (235). He loses his welcome, and instead of helping to promote 

dialogue, his closed opinions end up distancing him from the community. The image of an 

individual associated with the hegemonic culture trying and failing to break into a community 

defined by another culture recurs in the literature of contemporary London and epitomizes this 

last strategy of preserving alternative narratives to that of capitalism through asserting integral 

group identity. 

 The 1985 film My Beautiful Laundrette, written by Hanif Kureishi (author of The Buddha of 

Suburbia) and directed by Stephen Frears, captures how the free market structure claims to 
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create a neutral space where people of different ethnic backgrounds can interact safely and 

pursue their shared economic goals together, yet in reality people are driven to live life with 

others like them. The relationship between Omar, a second-generation Pakistani immigrant, 

and Johnny, a young punkish white man who went to school with him, is the central focus of 

the movie through which many of these tensions among cultures are played out. Before 

exploring their interactions, however, looking at the dynamics with Omar’s family will provide 

a pivotal context for both of their characters. 

As the ambitious Omar tries to get his start in the business world early in the film, he 

looks to his extended family for help. His Uncle Nassar offers him a job washing cars right 

away, conceding that he “can’t pay you very much, but at least . . . you’ll be with your own 

people. . . . And Mrs. Thatcher will be happy with me” (Kureishi). The integral connectedness of 

the Pakistani family and the simultaneous engagement with the capitalist system is 

immediately evident. This dynamic quickly proves to have some significant tensions, and the 

relationship between the Pakistani community depicted in the film and “England,” “which we 

hate and love,” according to Nassar, leads to conflict within the family and between the family 

and other communities (Kureishi). The promise offered by the United Kingdom in the 1980s 

that “you can get anything you want” as long as you play the rules of the economic game keep 

Nassar and his brothers and cousins and nephews engaging in the life of the country. They 

pursue the opportunities for financial success available to them that they know they would 

never be able to access in Pakistan, which Nassar accuses of having “been sodomized by 

religion” to that point that “it’s begun to interfere with the making of money.” But despite the 

new achievements England provides, the separation from other family members, from familiar 

places and customs contributes to a persistent discontentedness, expressed most by the older 

women in the family. One of Omar’s aunties bitterly remarks, “How could anybody in their 
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right mind call this stupid little island off Europe their home?” This active tension becomes 

almost impossible for people to live with, she concludes, until they “make up their minds where 

they are.” However, the constant pull between the desire to preserve the tradition and memory 

of the past and the constant pressure of the dominant narratives in the new space can never be 

easily or comfortably overcome, and functionally, Omar’s family has to inhabit both worlds. 

The social and economic structures provided by the market end up giving Omar and 

Johnny the space in which to develop a relationship, but the values and language of this culture 

inhibit the health of their interactions. The distance between their cultures outside of this system 

limits their ability to communicate and present them with several challenges. Initially, Omar 

and Johnny got to know each other at a British school, where, the film implies, they developed a 

romantic relationship. They run into each other again after several years, around the time when 

Omar’s family decides to set him up with a laundromat, and Omar hires Johnny to work for 

him, giving them space to see each other often and to renew their relationship. As the structure 

of the business shapes their interactions, they can put aside some of their cultural differences 

and the racism that has come between them in the past. It does not take long, though, for family 

to get involved and for dynamics to get messier. When Johnny’s father finds out that he started 

working for Omar and his family, he is infuriated: “I don’t like to see one of our blokes 

groveling to Pakis. They came over here to work for us. That’s why we brought ‘em over, ‘kay? 

Don’t cut yourself off from your own people. There’s no one else who really wants you. 

Everyone has to belong” (Kureishi). The more they work together, the more that the power 

dynamics of wealth in the capitalist system converges with ethnic conflict. One day Omar, 

pressured by his family to marry and to make money off of the laundrette, insists that Johnny 

goes in to work. When he protests and calls Omar out for “getting greedy,” he makes a power 

play that demonstrates the stress that the language of capitalism puts on their relationship: “I 
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want big money. I’m not going to be beat down by this country. When we were at school you 

and your friends kicked me all around the place. And what are you doing now? Washing my 

floor. That’s how I like it. Now get to work” (Kureishi). His superior financial position finally 

puts him in a position of social power over Johnny, but this switch does not benefit their 

relationship. A belief that scarcity delimits an economy of goods influences their 

understandings of ethnic identity as well as of material wealth. Any group working to actively 

preserve its right to define itself engages in competition with all other groups in the capitalist 

system, because the territory is limited and there is not enough to go around. The conflation of 

the two logics of ethnic conflict and capitalism in My Beautiful Laundrette illustrates the dangers 

of perceiving the power to attribute identity to oneself or someone else as a zero-sum game, and 

this film demonstrates the fear of losing the ability to define oneself that often drives the 

formation of insular communities. 

Monica Ali’s Brick Lane also touches on the fear of losing cultural identity in relation to 

integral communities, but it shows two different approaches multiculturalism: first, a zero-sum, 

us or them mentality similar to that dominant in My Beautiful Laundrette, and second, a more 

open-ended affirmation of hybridity that sees cultural distinctions as existing on a continuum 

that allows for a range of identities. This first mentality appears most obviously in the Bengal 

Tigers’ meetings and following action, which not only expresses itself in protest but also 

contributes to a sense of urgency that the Bangladeshi Muslims need to fight for their right to 

define their own values and spaces, or it may be taken away. Chanu observes his neighbors as 

“just recreating the villages here,” not seeking out the culture and habits native to the place they 

now inhabit but instead reclaiming it as their own by trying to make it look and feel as much 

like their former homes as possible (Ali 19). Later, when talking to another British-educated 

Bangladeshi immigrant, Chanu identifies the “tragedy” of immigrant experience as being 
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“about the struggle to assimilate and the need to preserve one’s identity and heritage” and 

“about children who don’t know what their identity is” (88). Perhaps the greatest fear described 

here is not framed as adopting a new culture, but becoming culture-less. Insular communities 

can actively engage in habitual remembering of tradition through eating, shopping, working, 

and visiting together in a way that grows much more difficult with greater distances of time 

and space between interactions. The characters in Brick Lane insist against simply inhabiting the 

social structures in place in London and instead actively participating in remembering their 

identity while relocating it. 

 Yet even as they live in a tightly integrated community, Nanzeen and her family exhibit 

and celebrate cultural hybridity in many ways, showing that the boundaries between cultures 

may be more permeable than initially evident. This appears most obviously at the end of the 

novel, as the characters locate themselves in relatively stable and comfortable spaces. Chanu, 

never quite contended with his position in London, returns to Bangladesh where he works in a 

job that he feels matches his skillset better. Nanzeen and her daughters remain in London, 

where Nanzeen can expand her sewing career and the girls can continue in their friendships 

and education. They also stay in Tower Hamlets, continuing in their strong relationships within 

the Bangladeshi community there. The harmonious coexistence of British and Bangladeshi 

cultural identity is foregrounded when, in the final scene, Nanzeen goes ice-skating – a symbol 

of the freedom of expression and agency she has gained from British culture – in her sari with 

her daughters and another Bangladeshi friend named Razia. Ali has been criticized for this 

ending seeming a bit contrived, but it illustrates this point well. Although Tower Hamlets 

provides a safe place that helps Nanzeen to preserve her traditions and her daughters’ cultural 

heritage, they can also venture out from that space, exploring other ways of life. Nanzeen’s 

marketable skills, financial capacity, and free access to much of the city gives her a means to 
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connect with and to impact the British culture of which she has become a part. Ali allows her 

characters to achieve a sense of belonging in this space, belonging that hinges on comfortable 

hybridity. 

Ali’s clear tribute to polyphony is demonstrated less in the wider public sphere where 

her characters act and more in the personal development of her protagonist. As a child, 

Nanzeen grew up repeatedly hearing the story of “How You Were Left to Your Fate,” which 

described Nanzeen’s birth, her mother’s resignation to the baby’s probable death, and her 

miraculous recovery despite neglect (Ali 4). Nanzeen constantly questions her agency in regard 

to her family and her religion, especially when she reads letters from her rebellious sister 

Hasina and when she walks the streets of London by herself. She finds Islam compelling, yet 

she begins to challenge some of the cultural expectations with which she grew up, most 

obviously through her affair with Karim, and also through how she watches ice skating and 

supports her daughters as they embrace various aspects of British culture. However, it is in 

watching her Muslim community assert its identity in the face of people who would like to see 

their presence and practices disappear from the neighborhood that Nanzeen can locate and 

exercise her own agency. Chanu, who never thrived in London as he had anticipated he would, 

decides to move the family to Bangladesh, with departure scheduled for the same day as the 

protest. Yet Nanzeen does not want to leave her new home even after having ended her affair, 

understanding that London will offer her and her daughters opportunities to receive education, 

to work, and to have a free and independent existence. She sees her decision to stay as parallel 

to the demonstrators’ declarations, and as Karim works on his speech for the rally, she 

considers the speech she will need to make to Chanu (389). By the end of the novel, Nanzeen 

does remain in London with her daughters, and although Chanu leaves, they preserve their 

marriage and remain a family. Nanzeen does not declare independence from her Bangladeshi 
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Muslim culture, but she exercises her power to make choices that impact her fate, breaking the 

silence and overcoming much of the anxiety in which she grew up. 

Zadie Smith also focuses heavily on the local neighborhood as a place of integral 

community that offers a place of secure identity and belonging in her most recent novel NW, 

but instead of an ethnically differentiated space, she depicts a council estate as a community 

unified by the shared experience of space. Although the population is multicultural, communal 

identity flourishes and develops amidst manifold particularities of personality. As Smith 

remarks in an interview with Art Beat, “To me, the novel is a local thing. The way people live in 

London, that particular corner of London, is very particular so I was trying to recreate that 

feeling.” Even though the estate, as low income housing built as a part of a centrally planned 

urban development project, has the potential to be an inhibiting space, Smith portrays it as an 

inhabited and unique place where people can be known and thrive. Foliage often comes to 

symbolize the vibrancy of the characters and communities in the novel, as Leah, one of the 

central characters notes about her husband’s garden next to the housing project, where she 

grew up, “[t]he ivy from the estate invades the gaps and smothers anything Michel tries to 

grow, apart from the apple tree itself, which grows despite them all, unaided” (Smith 87). The 

perseverance and consistency of the people in her neighborhood similarly stands against the 

forces of gentrification that surround them. The insular nature of this community becomes 

evident as residents react to a book about the estate that had recently been published by a 

“[l]ittle white geezer . . . who wants to get in on the struggle when it ain’t even his struggle” 

(124). They are proud, protective, and private about their space, and this outsider’s attempt to 

capture their experience insults their felt right to privacy. They have formed an intimate culture 

in which people know where they come from and know they belong, and Smith uses the estate 
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as a space through which to address hegemonic narratives that push her characters away from 

their local experiences. 

Natalie Blake fills this role of the prodigal lured from home by capitalist definitions of 

success, and Smith’s novel demonstrates once again how the logic of the market can lead to 

unhealthy life choices. Natalie distances herself from home through going away to university 

and then law school, seeking friends who “are friendly to each other,” “help each other out,” 

need not be “exceptional,” “know the difference between solicitors and barristers, and the best 

place to apply, and the likelihood of being accepted, and the names of relevant scholarships and 

bursaries” (252). She seeks out people unlike her family and avoids returning to the estate. 

However, she acknowledges “the profound way in which capitalism enters women’s minds and 

bodies . . . render[ing] ‘ruthless comparison’ the basic mode of their relationships” within her 

new social contexts (250). Many of Natalie’s decisions, from where she will go to school to who 

she will marry to becoming a sort of highly specialized prostitute, are also driven by her 

competitive spirit and constant pursuit of new and greater goods to consume. Her obsession 

with sexual consumption wrecks her when discovered by her husband, and when her 

pretentions are undone, she wanders around London ultimately returning to the estate. The 

people there know her and accept her back no matter what she does, because she is from there, 

and she belongs there. The neighborhood has its problems, but it provides a sort of refuge from 

the cutthroat, high-performance world, and its insular, local existence perhaps unconsciously 

counters the hegemon. 

In depicting the ways that London residents form integral communities, these writers 

demonstrate the resilience and creativity of groups who actively reiterate their cultural 

narratives to their friends and family. They preserve and affirm the continuing relevance of 

their traditions and language through this. Here, again, we have seen the ways that this can in 
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part succeed, but also how it can fall into a capitalist logic that considers cultural space a scarce 

resource, similarly to the groups that actively protest. In considering how these communities 

work, many writers continue to run up against some of the limits in their contestations that we 

have seen before. Some then descend deeper into the workings of the capitalist narrative as they 

try to gain a foothold in the fight for polyphony. 

 

Fictionalizing Capitalism: Deconstructing the Hegemon and Asserting Hybridity 

These writers, some of which we have already encountered, take their contestation of 

capitalism to the heart of its narrative structure, looking very explicitly at how this economic 

structure manifests in the stories of individuals and community. In dissecting the fictional 

nature of capitalism, these authors effectively prove that it is not just a set of policies but a full-

fledged lifestyle with a number of concern effects. They deconstruct the hegemon most centrally 

through displaying the violence it does to individuals and their communities, performing a 

fundamentally post-structuralist critique of the injustice done to alternative or minority 

narratives through the logic of capitalism. Most of them fall short of then offering an alternative 

narrative that they can affirm, although Salman Rushdie offers a picture of hybridity distinct 

from that we have seen so far that requires careful consideration.  

In taking a personal approach to social critique, Gautam Malkani’s novel Londonstani 

undermines the logic of capitalism through showing it exercised to excess in the lives of a few 

individuals, and he also points to the lack of other compelling narratives, particularly narratives 

of masculinity, that are not based on consumption. Jason Bartholomew-Cliveden, a white A-

level student in Hounslow, appears to have been highly successful in his education, but he 

becomes disillusioned with his parents, the educational system, and white culture in general. At 

the beginning of the novel, Jas (whose identity as a white person is hinted at but never fully 
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disclosed until the final pages) is navigating the challenges of trying to fit into a new group of 

friends, composed of some second generation Pakistani immigrant “rudeboys.” These use their 

physical power and cohesion to assert their cultural identity, but similarly to the groups in Brick 

Lane, this identity seems founded on a vague notion of racial difference more than it does on an 

active narrative contesting the content of mainstream culture. Indeed, these kids play into 

capitalist logic brilliantly, making money on the black market through reprogramming stolen 

phones and engaging in as much consumption of bling and women as they can get away with. 

This rather skewed sense of masculine identity is exacerbated even more when a well-meaning 

teacher points the teenagers to an exemplary former student – Sanjay, a second-generation 

Pakistani immigrant who received his M.A. in Economics from Cambridge. 

Sanjay personifies the values of capitalism in their lowest forms. He demonstrates an 

insatiable need for greater levels of consumption, claiming that moving from a six-figure to a 

five-figure salary was so traumatic as to cause him to experience sexual impotence. He also 

attributes an economic value to every thing and person that he considers, shown particularly in 

the way that he talks about and interacts with women. He also exhibits a highly creative 

generation of profit, which includes convincing a bunch of kids to engage in criminal activity 

and blackmailing Jas with falsified evidence that he was in an inappropriate relationship with a 

Muslim girl in order to convince him to burn down his father’s business. Malkani clearly 

portrays Sanjay’s character as a destructive presence in Jas’s life. His manipulations and abuses 

isolate Jas from his friends through pressuring him into a position where he has to work alone 

in order to gain special advice and favors, ultimately breaking down his friendships and his 

relationship with his girlfriend, Samira. He causes Jas to fear for his life through threatening to 

give her terrifyingly vengeful brothers falsified images of Jas taking advantage of her. He also 

distances him from his parents through forcing him to work against them. Although Sanjay’s 
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wealth and prowess give him a power that initially attracts Jas, his values send Jas to the 

hospital and his dad, in all probability, to jail. Capitalist logic empties out most of the substance 

of Jas’s multicultural experience as the attraction to power supersedes his interest in an 

alternative cultural narrative. 

Salman Rushdie’s collection of short stories entitled East, West presents a very different 

picture of multiculturalism than seen thus far through explicitly foregrounding the fictional or 

narrative nature of capitalism and showing its power to impact human interactions compared 

to a model of hybridity. Rushdie captures the world and logic of the economic market and the 

culture it forms in one of his “West” stories, “At the Auction of the Ruby Slippers.” The 

unnamed narrator of this story mingles with people dressed as witches, lions, scarecrows, and 

tin men, with movie stars and religious fundamentalists, with literary characters and figures out 

of eighteenth century paintings, and with what seems to be dozens of security guards as they 

await the auction of Dorothy’s ruby slippers from the film The Wizard of Oz. The “firm yet 

essential benevolent . . . Auctioneers” literally commodify culture, turning an ultimate symbol 

of “home” into a good to be desired, purchased, and possessed (East, West 98). As the story 

progresses, the narrator reveals that he hopes that owning the magic ruby slippers will let him 

restore the one relationship in which he had ever felt as if he were home. In describing the 

process of the auction, he proclaims, “There is a purity about our actions here, and also an 

aesthetically pleasing tension between the vast complexity of the life that turns up, packaged 

into lots, to go under the hammer, and the equally immense simplicity of our manner of dealing 

with this life” (98-99). Rushdie here pins down the promise of the capitalism: you can buy 

whatever you want, and that will make you happy. That will fulfill you. The structures that the 

market has set up has put a price tag on desire and made it achievable; they have packaged 

products as bundles of “the good life,” which, if consumed, assure that they will “take us home” 
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(93). This story reveals the narrative qualities of the workings of the capitalist system, and as it 

does so, we come to see that the structures in question are by no means neutral. 

When the auction reaches a close and he drops out of the bidding, the narrator starts to 

self-consciously deconstruct the narrative he had told himself about the ruby slippers and 

unveils Rushdie’s greatest critique of the system in question. The narrator reflects carefully on 

what the shoes mean to him in the heat of the auction and begins to frantically question their 

power to achieve his fulfillment:  “How hard can we expect even a pair of magic shoes to work? 

They promised to take us home, but are metaphors of homeliness comprehensible to them, are 

abstractions permissible? Are they literalists, or will they permit us to redefine the blessed 

world?” (East, West 93). Soon he remains the only bidder left on the floor, and his “rivals are 

disembodied heads on video screens, and unheard voices on telephone links” (101). Though 

initially convinced that “the prize is my lady’s hand,” the narrator recognizes the implausibility 

of the connection between his cousin and the shoes behind the bulletproof glass case (101). 

Capitalism offers two consumption experiences, both of which, the narrator warns, can be 

dangerously powerful fictions. In the first, the promise of a product becomes the teleology of 

one’s life, and “in fiction’s grip, we may mortgage our homes, sell our children, to have 

whatever it is we crave” (102). In the second, consumers understand that the stories employed 

to sell the products they encounter involve an arbitrary commodification of fulfillment that has 

no trustworthy grounding, and “in that miasmal ocean, we may simply float away from our 

desires, and see them anew, from a distance, so that they seem weightless, trivial. We let them 

go. Like men dying in a blizzard, we lie down in the snow to rest” (102). The alternatives 

presented are 1) an endless process of consumption that requires infinite goods to fulfill never-

fully-satisfied desires and 2) self-acknowledgment of the futility of consumption, and with this, 

an invalidation of the pursuit of things desired. Resultantly, the system hijacks the agency of the 
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individual to assert any identity outside of consumption patterns, controlling people through 

the “fear we are not – somebody” (103). Rushdie’s story strips the logic of capitalism down to its 

most personal effects, suggesting that the fiction on which much of the Western world (and, 

increasingly, the global community) rests is dangerously hollow. 

The despairing emptiness running underneath the surface of “At the Auction of the 

Ruby Slippers” and the other “West” stories gives way to more compelling and affirming 

narratives of identity formation in Rushdie’s “East, West” section. Rushdie articulates the anti-

capitalist force of hybridity particularly in his final story, “The Courter,” which takes place in 

Kensington. The unnamed narrator, an Indian immigrant who gets British citizenship, reflects 

on the composition of and influences on his own identity as he reminisces about his family’s 

“Aya” from his adolescent years. His family and Certainly-Mary, as they called her, lived in 

London in between stints in India and Pakistan. The building in which they live houses the 

families of two maharajahs, yet although they all share ethnic heritage and might appear an 

integral community from the outside, the narrator makes it clear that there is not much 

relational substance among them. Indeed, the profligate behavior of the two maharajas actually 

ends up leading to Certainly-Mary’s innocent “courter” (the building’s Eastern European 

porter, whom the kids called “Mixed-Up”) being injured by hit men twice, quite seriously the 

second time. After this event, Certainly-Mary starts exhibiting heart problems and insists on 

returning to India, where she quickly recovers. In a beautiful passage, the narrator reflects back 

on what had happened to his Aya in these years she spent in London: 

So it was England that was breaking her heart, breaking it by not being India. London 

was killing her, by not being Bombay. And Mixed-Up? I wondered. Was the courter 

killing her, too, because he was no longer himself? Or was it that her heart, roped by two 

different loves, was being pulled both East and West, whinnying and rearing, like those 
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movie horses being yanked this way by Clark Gable and that way by Montgomery Clift, 

and she knew that to live she would have to choose? (209) 

As he remembers his Aya, the narrator also remembers India. In Certainly-Mary, he sees the 

tension he himself has felt for years, an irresolvable tension between places, memories, cultures 

that all contribute to his identity but that do not reconcile easily. He chooses to pursue British 

citizenship and to remain in London, yet as he reflects on this decision, he resonates strongly 

with Certainly-Mary: 

[T]he passport did, in many ways, set me free. It allowed me to come and go, to make 

choices that were not the ones my father would have wished. But I, too, have ropes 

around my neck, I have them to this day, pulling me this way and that, East and West, 

the nooses tightening, commanding, choose, choose. 

I buck, I snort, I whinny, I rear, I kick. Ropes, I do not choose between you. 

Lassoes, lariats, I choose neither of you, and both. Do you hear? I refuse to choose. (211) 

Of all of these authors and stories, I find that this presents the most compelling alternative 

narrative to the totalizing, commodifying impulses of capitalism by insisting on the possibility 

of inhabiting multiple categories – categories considered exclusive by a the logic of the market. 

Rushdie counters a totalizing definition of personal or group identity through actively fighting 

the logic of competition by insisting that one can live as a whole person even within the tension 

of multiple cultural narratives. 

 The unique element of Rushdie’s model of hybridity is the acknowledgement of the 

constant tension required in affirming true multiculturalism. “The Courter” shows that each 

person has to navigate the multiplicity of narratives facing her in her own time and space, and 

that there is no singular right or best answer for how to accomplish this. Aya goes back to India, 

and the narrator stays in London. The tension in this story comes not only through accepting 
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that one person can live in multiple narratives, but also through affirming that just because the 

narrator chooses to do this does not mean that everyone else should, too.  Rushdie articulates 

this quite explicitly in his essay “English is an Indian Literary Language” when he suggests that 

“[i]f history creates complexities, let us not try to simplify them” (2541). Instead, he affirms that 

“[e]clecticism . . . is at the centre of the best work being done both in the visual arts and in 

literature” (2541). It is not too difficult to translate these insights about Indian writers and 

culture more generally into our conversation about the contemporary culture of London. 

Rushdie here upholds what many of these other writers have been contesting for all along – the 

right for the individual to actively participate in the formation of her identity and in defining 

her city. 

 

London’s Polyphony: The Fundamental Tension of Identity Formation 

 The texts and writers considered here comprise only a fraction of the work produced in 

contemporary London, yet their central concern with the combination of political policy and 

cultural narrative shaping the society of the city resonates throughout their diverse projects. 

They particularly contest the totalizing rhetoric of capitalism, which most perceive as a direct 

threat to the right of participating in defining and shaping the space of London. Some turn to 

the past to make sense of the changes they observe in an intensely personal context, some 

engage in a political protest focused on material space, and some turn to the ways that specific 

communities have affirmed alternative narratives to the dominant capitalist one. Most do a 

combination of all three. A postmodern awareness of the constructed nature of all narratives of 

the city pervades the consciousness of all of these writers, and in calling attention to the 

weaknesses of the hegemonic narrative that functions as the primary influence over how most 
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of London’s physical space is developed, they affirm representation and justice for the 

polyphonic population of London. 

 Even understanding the noble aims and ideas of these writers, however, a final 

consideration is in order. As Peter Ackroyd so aptly comments on the transformation of the East 

End: 

[T]he aspiration towards civic contentment has led to a diminution of local identity. The 

greatest contrast of all…lies in the diminution of people in the streets. The life of the East 

End has gone within. Whether the telephone or television has effected this change is not 

the question; the salient fact remains that the human life of the streets has greatly 

diminished in exuberance and in intensity. Yet it is important not to sentimentalise this 

transition. If the East seems a more denuded place, it is also a less impoverished one; if it 

is more remote, or less human, it is also healthier. No one would willingly exchange a 

council flat for a tenement slum, even if the slums were filled with a communal spirit. 

You cannot go back. (675) 

Despite the unhealthy patterns that these writers insightfully identify in the financialization of 

London, the improvements in the standard of living for most of its city residents over the past 

decades are unmistakable. The policies implemented in the Thatcher era have resulted in 

enormously expanded economic opportunities for both long-term residents and immigrants, 

and the very success contested here has made it possible for an incredible diversity of people to 

contribute to London’s identity as a global city. As Williams warns in The Country and the City, 

retrospection has significant limits as a ways to change behavior, and any contestations of 

present issues must consider the positive values offered by the prevailing narratives in the city. 

In historian and sociologist Lewis Mumford’s 1961 study The City in History, many 

passages foreshadow the ideal of polyphony that most of the writers in contemporary London 
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considered in this paper explicitly affirm in some way, and he offers a prescription for 

achieving such a goal. “If provision for dialogue and drama, in all their ramifications, is one of 

the essential offices of the city, then one key to urban development should be plain--it lies in the 

widening of the circle of those capable of participating in it, till in the end all men will take part 

in the conversation” (117-118). According to Mumford, writers themselves play a pivotal role in 

giving public voice to opinions and ideas that lie outside of the mainstream culture or ruling 

force. He presents Elizabethan London as a time when writers like Shakespeare and Marlowe 

fulfilled this role in an exemplary fashion and offers a high valuation of literature in suggesting, 

“the dramatic dialogue is both the fullest symbol and the final justification of the city's life” 

(117). The worst thing, then, that can happen to a city, is for polyphony to devolve into “silence” 

or “the loud sound of a chorus uttering the same words in cowed if complacent conformity” 

(118). The writers of contemporary London have identified the forces of capitalist-driven 

policies and rhetoric of urban development as the script threatening to take over the culture of 

the city. Their attempts to counter this dominating voice with alternative narratives permeates 

their novels, essays, and short stories, suggesting that their influence might provide a necessary 

check to a mentality that assumes a scarcity of avenues for cultural expression and a 

consumption-based value system. 
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